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Automated Call for Help! System

Send your recorded message 
in any language for help even 
if you can’t reach the phone!

Automated Call for Help! System

Send your recorded message 
in any language for help even 
if you can’t reach the phone!

Can be worn around the neck or placed in a 
pocket. Designed to be easily activated

even by people who have difficulty grasping 
small objects.

The pendant activates by pressing red button 
or pulling the “Pull-for-Help” cord. 

Water resistant and can be worn 24 hours a day.
Long-lasting lithium batteries will not need 

frequent replacement.

Cordless “Press or Pull For Help” TransmitterCordless “Press or Pull For Help” Transmitter

SHORT RANGE:SHORT RANGE:

Includes Cordless “Press or Pull For Help” Transmitter

Monitors Short
Range Transmitters!

Ideal for studio size apartments or small homes.



Sends a prerecorded emergency voice message (up to 20 
seconds in length) three times to four different numbers.
Allows for “listen in” and “2-Way” speakerphone 
communication mode.
No installation required! Just plug into any standard telephone
jack, program the emergency telephone numbers to dial and
record voice message in any language requesting help.

Activated by cordless pendant and wireless transmitters

Back up ensures operation even when the power fails.

The Emergency Caller automatically skips to the next number
when a busy signal is detected or when telephone is not
answered. The Emergency Caller then keeps calling back until
message is delivered or The Emergency Caller is deactivated.
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WHEN ACTIVATED... The EC-1 Emergency Caller automatically sounds the alarm and
calls to deliver the message for help to: 
WHEN ACTIVATED...
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Identifying the type of emergency is critical in sending the proper 
assistance. The Emergency Caller allows for “Listen-In” as well as “2-way
Communication” modes. The high sensitivity microphone will allow the
listener to hear  sounds within the room and to have a speakerphone 
conversation with the person needing help.

‘Easy Programming’ Display
LCD panel is used to display program-
ming, test, and status information.
EEPROM Memory
Voice message and phone numbers
remain stored even after total power 
failure.
“Listen In” Capability
Called party may “listen in” to voice and
other sounds from caller.
2-Way Communication
Called party may initiate 2-way 
conversation mode.
Remote Turn Off
Called party may deactivate dialer, which

stops any further dialing 
of other programmed
numbers.
Battery Backup (optional)
Battery backup will keep unit fully opera-
tional for a minimum of 24 hours during
power outages.
Wireless Enunciator (optional)
Gives low/hi alarm sound and flashing
strobe. Available option.
Telephone Connection
Plugs directly into phone line. Tone or
Pulse. Universal Dial Tone Technology
allows use on phone systems worldwide.

Help Arrives!

The called party can activate the 
2-way speaker “Don’t worry Mary,
help is on the way!”

Activate “Pull For Help” transmitter.

The Emergency Caller sends a 
pre-recorded help message “This is
Mary, please send help! I live at . . .”

GET HELP FAST!

Order Information

Model Description

EC-1 ......Emergency Caller, Pendant
Transmitter, AC Adapter

TR-100....Additional Pendant Transmitter

TR-300....Universal Transmitter for Sensor
Pads, etc.

AT-300 ...Automatic “Man Down” Belt Clip
Transmitter

CE-300 ...Wireless Enunciator Horn/Strobe

PP-1........24 Hour Battery Back up/recharging

See Emergency Caller Product index Price list for all accessories for Products and Systems


